We have created this guide to help you with re-booking
your appointments for your favourite services! We
understand that everyone is different, and some
people’s nails grow faster than others, so we
have designed this guide to create an
average amount of time.

Page 4 - Gel Polish Manicure
Page 5 - BIAB / Builder in a Bottle / Extra Strength Gel Mani
Page 6 - Nail Extensions
Page 7 - Infills
Page 8 - Rebalance
Page 9 - Fresh Set
Page 10 - Removals

We recommend a removal and reapplication of this service
anywhere between 14-28 days. Gel polish manicures can go
a little longer than Nail Extension treatments due to the fact
they are applied to your natural nail directly. We would
encourage you to have your maintenance appointment
booked for the point where your Mani is just starting to ‘chip’
‘crease’ or ‘snag.’
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AKA - Builder in a Bottle, or Extra Strength Gel polish Mani.

Again, we recommend a removal and reapplication of this service
anywhere between 14-28 days. These manicures can go a little
longer than Nail Extension treatments due to the fact they are
applied to your natural nail directly. We would encourage you to
have your maintenance appointment booked for the point where
your Mani is just starting to ‘chip’ ‘crease’ or ‘snag.’
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Here at Nailco there are two main types of Nail Extensions or (Nail
Enhancements as they are sometimes known) available for you to book.
These are Acrylic Nail Extensions and Hard Gel Extensions. They both look
the same and have the same finish, but are made of different substances.
If you’d like find out more about how they differ, head to our Instagram
highlights where you’ll find a ‘Gel Extension’ highlight. You’ll find us here
@nailconailbar.
When it comes to maintenance however, the same guidance applies to
both.
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Infills can be your saving grace when it comes to keeping your nails
looking fresh! The process involves ‘infilling’ the exposed natural nail by
the application of your chosen product between your cuticle area and
the bottom of your original Nail Extensions. You can then paint over the
entire nail, change your colour and (in some circumstances) shape to
give the look of a brand new set without any removal process.
We recommend this process anywhere between 14-21 days. Again this
is dependent on your personal nail growth, however; due to the nature
of Nail Extensions and the risks involved if they are not maintained
properly, we cannot carry out an infill after 21 days.
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All is not lost however! We are happy to carry out a Rebalance
service for you anywhere between 21-28 days! A Rebalance
focuses on restoring the structure of you extensions by placing
the apex back where it should be to ensure the security of the
extension! Then, similarly to an infill, product is used to fill the
gap between your cuticle area and your original nail extension.
This can then be repainted meaning you can change your
colour and (in some circumstances) shape, to give the look
of a brand new set without any removal process.
Unfortunately we cannot carry out a re-balance after
28 days of your original application.
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If you have had your original Nail Extensions for more than 28 days, we
will not be able to infill or rebalance this set, and it will be time for a
removal and a fresh set!!! (Is there a better feeling? We think not!)
Please ensure you book in a removal as well as your reapplication
treatment of choice, plus any nail art you’d like, to ensure that we have
enough time allocated to give you a perfect new set!
Please be aware that you do not HAVE to have an infill or rebalance. You
could come for a full removal and fresh set every three weeks if you
wanted to, but from a financial point of view, as well as a minimising your
exposure to a variety of products point of view, its what we recommend!
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We highly recommend that you have your nail products removed in
a salon. Preferably the same salon where they were applied. The
reason for this is because not all acrylic or gel systems contain the
same components. If a client comes to us from another salon
needing a removal, we can’t be sure which product has been
used. This makes it very difficult for us to safely advice which
removal process is best for you. If this is the case, we would
recommend you have them removed there, then come to us for
your reapplication / set. If that isn’t possible, please get in touch
and we can discuss options as we’d love to have you!
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We hope you found our guide helpful and it assists you when
booking your next appointment! As always, we’re here to help
with any queries you may have, so feel free to contact us. The
fastest way to reach us is via our Instagram @nailconailbar, or
alternatively give us a call on 0141 332 1999.
We look forward to seeing you soon,

Lots of Love Nailco xox

